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App components



App components
● Activity
● Service
● Broadcast receiver
● Content provider



App components
● App components are the essential building blocks of an Android app. Each 

component is an entry point through which the system or a user can enter 
your app. Some components depend on others.



Activity
● Activity Lifecycle
● Create an Activity



Activity Lifecycle



Create an Activity
● Declare activities
● Declare intent filters
● Declare permissions
● Start an Activity



Service
● Overview
● Service Lifecycle
● Create a Service



Overview
● A Service is an application component that can perform long-running 

operations in the background, and it does not provide a user interface. 
● Another application component can start a service, and it continues to run in 

the background even if the user switches to another application.
● Additionally, a component can bind to a service to interact with it and even 

perform interprocess communication (IPC). For example, a service can 
handle network transactions, play music, perform file I/O, or interact with a 
content provider, all from the background.



Service Lifecycle



Create a Service
● Declaring a service in the manifest
● Creating a started service
● Starting a service



Declaring a service in the manifest



Creating a started service
● onStartCommand()

○ The system invokes this method by calling startService() when another component (such as 
an activity) requests that the service be started. 

● onBind()
○ The system invokes this method by calling bindService() when another component wants to 

bind with the service (such as to perform RPC). However, if you don't want to allow binding, 
you should return null.

● onCreate()
○ The system invokes this method to perform one-time setup procedures when the service is 

initially created (before it calls either onStartCommand() or onBind()). 

● onDestroy()
○ The system invokes this method when the service is no longer used and is being destroyed.



Creating a started service



Creating a started service



Creating a started service



Starting a service
You can start a service from an activity or other application component by passing 
an Intent (specifying the service to start) to startService(). The Android system 
calls the service's onStartCommand() method and passes it the Intent.



Broadcast receiver
● Overview
● Receiving broadcasts
● Sending broadcasts



Overview
● Android apps can send or receive broadcast messages from the Android 

system and other Android apps, similar to the publish-subscribe design 
pattern. These broadcasts are sent when an event of interest occurs. For 
example, the Android system sends broadcasts when various system events 
occur, such as when the system boots up or the device starts charging. 

● Apps can also send custom broadcasts, for example, to notify other apps of 
something that they might be interested in (for example, some new data has 
been downloaded).



Receiving broadcasts
● Manifest-declared receivers
● Context-registered receivers



Manifest-declared receivers
Specify the <receiver> element in your app's manifest.



Manifest-declared receivers
Subclass BroadcastReceiver and implement onReceive(Context, Intent).



Context-registered receivers
1. Create an instance of BroadcastReceiver.
2. Create an IntentFilter and register the receiver by calling 

registerReceiver(BroadcastReceiver, IntentFilter).



Sending broadcasts
The following code snippet demonstrates how to send a broadcast by creating an 
Intent and calling sendBroadcast(Intent).



Content provider
● Overview
● Accessing a provider



Overview
● A content provider presents data 

to external applications as one or 
more tables that are similar to the 
tables found in a relational 
database. 

● A row represents an instance of 
some type of data the provider 
collects, and each column in the 
row represents an individual piece 
of data collected for an instance.



Accessing a provider
One of the built-in providers in the Android 
platform is the user dictionary, which stores the 
spellings of non-standard words that the user 
wants to keep. 



Accessing a provider
To get a list of the words and their locales from the User Dictionary Provider, you 
call ContentResolver.query()



Accessing a provider



Accessing a provider



Challenge
● Use Content provider in a Service to get contacts
● Send broadcast from Service to Activity to notify job done
● Get contact from service with broadcast messages
● Show contacts on Activity

How to get contacts : 
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/providers/contacts-provider.html

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/providers/contacts-provider.html
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/providers/contacts-provider.html

